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Solid Granite Pavers 
There is nothing more beautiful than natural stone. Our Solid Granite 
Pavers are manufactured from remnant granite slabs. This gives you 
a sustainable paver that’s strong enough for driveways, stunning as a 
patio and creates a stand-out feature in your landscape design.

3 sizes; 6x9, 6x6, 3x6

Limited reserve - Denali Blend
Containing only the richest and darkest hues of granite,  
the Denali Blend makes a statement.

Sand Blend
Featuring only the light shades of granite, our Sand Blend not only gives 
you the charm of a solid stone product but also a low heat index. 

Sand 3-PC Pattern Denali 6x9

Sand 6x9
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Earth Blend
Featuring every color granite, this blend works with any design and makes  
a statement while doing it.

Made from solid granite, our pavers are 
naturally beautiful and durable.

Gibson Court, Downtown Tucson

Earth 3-PC Pattern

Earth 6x9 - Sealed
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Split Stone Tile Veneer 
Its intrinsic warmth compliments modern architecture, period 
design and adds a feeling of sophistication to any project.  
A & E Recycled Granite offers a wide variety of Granite Split 
Stone Veneer blends. Choose the look that fits your decor and 
add the beauty of natural stone to your home.

Signature series

PREMEIR series

ARTISTRY series

Our Signature 
Blends are naturally 
beautiful and simply 

amazing.

Inspired by nature, 
Our Premier Blends 

create an  
extraordinary look.

Sunset BLEND

EARTH BLEND

FOREST

LATTE BLEND

DESERT BLEND

EL CAPITAN gray

Latte Blend

Our Artistry Blends 
capture the 

imagination and 
inspire your design.
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Limited Reserve: Black
 Add elegance to any blend or create a unique, 

beautiful design using Black Granite.

VENETIAN  BLEND

VINEYARD BLEND

CACTUS FLOWER

SAND BLEND

SUPERSTITION RIDGE BLEND

GLACIER

Cactus FlowerEarth Blend
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Limited Reserve - split Stone

White Marble
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Now you can enjoy the caliber of an American product with the beauty of 
an eco-friendly design. Buck Stove is the leader in unmatched quality, 
with products that are designed, machined and assembled in the USA. 
The Grillin’ Pits feature an exclusive Buck Stove insert and solid, A & E 
Recycled Granite base manufactured in Arizona. With the unique grill 
feature, there is no better place to gather alongside friends and family 
for food and conversation.

AErecycledgranite.com

The amazing Grillin’ Pits automatically 
turn your outdoor living space into 
an outdoor gathering place. Allowing 
you to relax in a chair while you grill 
burgers, dogs and heat up cider. 
Whether it’s set-up in your backyard or 
at the cabin, the Grillin’ Pits give you 
the beauty and durability of a SOLID  
recycled granite base. Not in the mood 
to grill? - simply remove the grate and 
enjoy the fire.

Grillin Pit

Round Grillin Pit
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Grillin’ Pits
Recycled Granite Fire Pits



Patio Fire Pit
40” OD, 12” high. Includes metal bowl, spark screen and 
accessories. With 110 curved pavers you can easily 
customize the look of your pit by selecting your 11 cap 
stones. LP/Gas or Wood.

Bonfire EditioN
Gather up your whole family and toast some  
marshmallows! Our Bonfire Edition is our largest  
Fire Pit model. With an outside diameter of almost 
50” this pit is made for burning logs. Includes a  
galvanized steel ring.

The Coffee Table
Perfect for entertaining, this extraordinary Fire Pit features a Coffee 
Table design with a height of 17” and 40” OD base showcasing a 
generous capstone top of 42” OD. Whether its an intimate party 
of two or a family get-together, the Coffee Table Pit will give your 
backyard an inviting atmosphere. LP/Gas or Wood.

Earth Blend

One-of-a-kind granite pieces like Benches, 
Engraved Granite and Industrial Salvaged 
Items that show promise on being  
repurposed in design. Visit our website 
to see our complete line. 

Fire Pit Kits
Create an amazing outdoor living space by incorporating some Fire & Stone into your project. 
With five unique Solid Granite Fire Pits you can find the right size to fit your backyards needs. 
Add the beauty and durability of A&E Recycled Granite to your landscape and create the perfect 
space for entertaining.

Disclaimer: All A & E Recycled Granite, L.L.C. Fire Pits can be 
used as Gas versions. Kits do not include Gas accessories. 
Please contact your local gas supplier for recommended parts.

limited reserve - Custom Design Elements
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 A & E Recycled Granite, L.L.C. 
Call 520.885.8970  

AErecycledgranite.com 
 info@aerecycledgranite.com

Warranty: A & E Recycled Granite, L.L.C. provides a lifetime  
guarantee on the structural integrity of its granite materials to 
the original purchaser of the product when installed properly. 
Color matching cannot be guaranteed and replacement labor is not  
included. Proof of purchase is required. Please contact us for  
specific product warranty.

A & E Recycled Granite diverts scrap from local fabricators 
& recycles it into Split Stone Tiles, Pavers & more! Our  
process does not crush & reform the granite using any 
chemicals, instead we split the stone to expose the natural 
beauty within. Not only can you bring the beauty of natural 
granite into your home, together we’re doing our part to  
preserve Arizona’s natural landscape by keeping it out of 
the landfills. Our Recycled Granite Products are wonderfully 
easy to install and perfect for those who want a signature 
look!

Natural stone products have amazingly diverse compositions 
and character. Every effort will be made to ensure your A & E  
Recycled Granite, L.L.C. products are of superb structural quality,  
however the actual stone delivered will have variations in color, 
texture and veining from the pictures shown.

See our products on:


